Wandering Wardrobe: pleated pattern
Wandering Wardrobe: pleated pattern
Wandering Wardrobe: pleated pattern structure.
Wandering Wardrobe: site

SITE: Blanton's Rapoport Atwem at the Blanton museum of Art, University of Texas.
Wandering Wardrobe: stretched pattern
Wandering Wardrobe: stretched pattern

FULL SCALE MOCK UP

material used: recycled vinyl advertisement, material proposed: FELT

PROPOSED MATERIAL PALETTE

colored:
- white felt
- different shades of grey
- colorful

Felt samples
PROPOSED STRETCHED PATTERN STUDIES:

DOUBLE HEIGHT CURTAINS: 45 feet x 12 feet

SINGLE HEIGHT CURTAINS: 25 feet x 12 feet

CLOTHES-CURTAIN

unit! red stitch to fabric side A side B

cut out in fabric

unit! red stitch to fabric side A side B